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DETAILS

I
1 INTRODUCTION

The NRC has established a policy to provide for the timely. thorough. and
! systematic inspection of significant events at nuclear power plants. This

includes the use of an Augmented Inspection Team to determine the causes.
conditions, and circumstances relevant to an event and to communicate its

i

findings and conclusions to NRC management. In accordance with NRC Inspection |
Manual Chapter 0325. the Region IV Regional Administrator dispatched an i

Augmented Inspection Team to the Arkansas Nuclear One. Unit One. facility to
|

review the circumstances surrounding the May 19. 1996, event where i

'complications in a feedwater induced reactor trip resulted in the dry out of
one of two steam generators, a loss of normal feedwater, and the declaration'

of an unusual event.
,

1

The Augmented Inspection Team consisted of five NRC personnel. including the
team leader. In the Augmented Inspection Team Charter. provided as i,

Attachment 1. tne Regional Administrator directed the team to: J
'

Develop a complete sequence of events. i*

!
IReview the initiating cause of the event.*

Review the response of the main steam safety valves.*

Review the impact of recent plant modifications to the feedwater and*

integrated control systems on the event.

Review the analysis for stresses introduced in Steam Generator B due to*

the dry out condition. |

Review procedures available to cope with the event, and |
*

,

Review operator response to the event.*

An event overview and detailed chronology are provided in Section 2 of the
enclosed report. Section 3 provides a more detailed description of the i

response and malfunction of systems integral to the event. Section 4 |
1discusses technical concerns as a result of the transient and Section 5

details operator's response to the event and procedural adequacy.
Attachment 2 provides a detailed sequence of events, as provided by the
licensee. Attachment 3 provides plant instrument traces to illustrate the
interaction between the feedwater control system. the integrated contr01
system and reactor power. Attachment 4 provides a schematic represenzation to
aid in the understanding of the failure mechanism of the main steam safety |

valve. Attachment 5 provides block diagrams to aid in the understanding of
,

the feedwater control system. Attachments 6 and 7 identify the principal'

| attendees at both the inspection entrance and exit meetings. as well as a list
; of personnel contacted during the inspection.

1
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| 2 EVENT DESCRIPTION
1

!

| 2.1 Event Overview

Prior to the initiation of the event, the plant was in day 307 of its j
operating run, operating at 100 percent power, and had just completed a record '

run of 304 days on May 16, 1996.
<

Beginning at 3:11 a.m. CDT on May 19, 1996, a malfunction in the feedwater
control circuitry caused a prompt reduction in the speed and corresponding
output of Main Feed Pump A resulting in a reactor trip on high reactor;

pressure. Six of eight main steam safety valves on Steam Header B opened as
designed on the reactor trip. However. Valve PSV-2685 failed to close,
resulting in operators. in accordance with procedures, isolating Once Through
Steam Generator B and allowing it to boil dry. This action resulted in the
declaration of an unusual event. Following the reactor trip, normal feedwater I
was lost because of further feedwater control deficiencies. Emergency i
feedwater actuated as designed and provided a decay heat removal path through '

Once Through Steam Generator A and the condenser. Shortly, thereafter, the
condenser became unavailable due to an absence of gland sealing steam and
decay heat removal proceeded through the atmospheric dump valves.

.

!

Procedures were not immediately available for refilling Once Through Steam |Generator B following the dry out. After consultation with the once through !

steam generator vendor, the plant safety committee approved a refilling iprocedure, that existed for a different evolution, for application in this |
case.

/
!

Condenser vacuum was restored by supplying gland sealing steam from the jstartup boiler.

Following identification and correction of the failure mechanism of Valve
PSV 2685 the valve was reseated and gagged shut. Once Through Steam
Generator B was then promptly filled using emergency feedwater approximately 5
1/2 hours after it was allowed to boil dry. From this point, recovery of the
plant proceeded without complications.

2.2 Detailed Chronoloav of Transient
i

The following chronology, which explains the plant and operator response ito the transient. was derived from the sequence of events that the licensee !
developed during its ?ost-trip transient review. This document is provided as i

Attachment 2. This c1ronology also summarizes why the plant and operators
responded as they did to the transient. Detailed plant and operator response !

will then be provided in Sections 3 and 5 of this report.

Through the inspection effort, the team validated that the licensee's sequence !
of events accurately depicted what occurred during the event. l

. All times represent central daylight time on May 19, 1996. All figures refer
! to Attachment 3.

,
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(3:11:21 e 3: 12:50)

At 3:11 a.m. while-operating at 100 percent power a prompt decrease. !
(3:11:21) in the speed (5300 to 4200 RPM) and corresponding output of Main
Feedwater Pump A occurred. -As designed during the speed. reduction the
)lant's integrated control system demanded an increase in flow from Main
eedwater Pump A. Feedwater Pump A responded to the increased demand byr

increasing speed to approximately.5600 rpm for the next. 20 seconds. At that
time, a prompt decrease in Main Feedwater Pump A speed recurred (to less than i
2000 rpm) and Main Feedwater Pump A remained unresponsive to integrated i

control system demand for the next minute (Figure 1).

.The )rompt speed reductions in Main Feedwater Pump A were later determined to
be t1e result of a degradation in the power supplies to the feedwater pump
turbines" hydraulic control valve.

(3:11:21 3:12:31)

During this time frame, Main Feedwater Pump B also responded to increased
demand signals from the integrated control system (Figure 2).

Main Feedwater Pump A transferred to the diagnostic manual mode of operation
during the first increased. integrated control system demand signal (3:11:25)
(Figure 1). Main Feedwater' Pump B transferred to this mode at (3:12:02)
(Figure 2). Upon transferring to the diagnostic manual mode, the feedwater
control system disassociates itself from changing integrated control system-
demand signals and will lock in feedwater pump speed at the last valid
integrated control system demand signal. The diagnostic manual feature is-
provided to prevent the feedwater system from responding to a failed
integrated control system demand signal. The transfer occurs on 3 reset-limits
in conjunction with excessive rates of change. In these. cases, tie transfer

occurred on valid, not faulted, integrated control system signals.
.

(3:11:21 3:12:17)

At the same time that .the integrated control system was demanding increased
feedwater flow, it was demanding reduced reactor power to realign power to
flow (Figure 3). '

(3:12:17)

At 56 seconds after the initial feedwater flow decrease, the reactor tripped
on high primary pressure due to insufficient heat removal by the feedwater
system (Figure 3).

On a: reactor trip. a rapid feedwater reduction is designed to occur to
preclude over-cooling of the primary. The rapid feedwater reduction commands
the feed pumps, through the integrated control system to runback and causes
the'feedwater block valves to close. However. because Main Feedwater Pump B
was in the diagnostic manual mode, it did not respond to the rapid feedwater
reduction signal and remained at a high speed. Since Train B feedwater block
valves had closed it tripped (3:12:31) on high discharge pressure fourteen

3
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seconds after the reactor trip. The feedwater cross-over valve designed to
open on a feed aump trip was not open because the Main Feedwater Pump A had
not tripped. T1is contributed to the loss of Main.Feedwater Pump B
(Figure 2).

j

(3:11:47 3:12:54)

Main Feedwater Pump A had been operating at a speed significantly below its
last valid demand since its second prompt drop in speed and below the 0
percent flow speed of 3000 rpm. The pump speed was approximately 2000 rpm and i
the pump was in the manual mode of operation. Normally, if in manual mode, |

.the control system would revert to automatic mode on a reactor trip, but 1

because it was operating below minimum speed. the feed pump control logic
precluded this transfer. Thirty-seven seconds (3:12:50) after the reactor
trip, the fault appeared to have cleared. The pump responded to its last
valid demand signal, which was very high, but tripped on mechanical overspeed )(3:12:54) at 6167 rpm (Figure 1).

(3:12:21)

Four seconds after the reactor trip, an emergency feedwater actuation occurred
on low level in Once Through Steam Generator B. Actual level in the generator
was not low and this actuation occurred because of a back pressure wave,
induced upon closing of the turbine valves, exceeded the 2-second time delay
designed to preclude this actuation. This most likely occurred because just 1

3rior to the trip, flow through Once Through Steam Generator B and level were
ligher than normal .

As designed, six of the eight main steam safety valves on Steam Header B
opened. Two did not open because pressures did not reach the high end of
valves' setpoint tolerance. Steam Header A valves did not open. The pressure
in One.Through Steam Generator A did not reach the main steam safety valves
lift setpoint because of the reduced inventory in the generator as a result of
Main Feed Pump A speed reduction. This resulted in a lower than normal once
through steam generator initial pressure after the reactor trip. This also
allowed more time for the turbine bypass valves to open and reduce the peak
pressure.

(3:13:21)

Sixty-four seconds following the reactor trip, it was noted that one of the
main steam safety valves failed to reseat. The failure mechanism was a stem
nut, designed to facilitate manual operation of the valve, that was not
properly pinned in place. As a result, during lifting and blowdown of the
valve, the nut travelled down the stem and contacted the manual lifting
device, which prevented the valve from reseating.

<
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(3:18:00 3:27:00)

During the rapid cooldown that occurred as a result of the stuck open safety- ireactor coolant system temperature dropped to 523 F, reactor coolant system i
]ressure dropped to 1740 psig, and pressurizer level dropped to 12 inches.
ligh pressure injection was manually initiated in accordance with emergency
operating procedures.

(3:30:39)

In accordance with emergency operating procedures, operators isolated Once
Through Steam Generator B because of the faulted condition (stuck open

3safety) . This was completed 18 minutes after the reactor trip. Procedures ;required declaration of an unusual event. The shift supervisor erroneously '

declared an alert. The error was promptly corrected.

(3:12:17 3:48:00)

' Decay heat removal continued via emergency feedwater to Once Through Steam
. Generator A and to the condenser. However, a) proximately 35 minutes following
the trip, condenser vacuum was lost because tie sealing steam for the gland
seals is supplied only from the Steam Header B. which was now isolated.

(3:48:00 5:49:00)

Heat removal continued after the condenser became unavailable by discharging
steam to the atmosphere through an atmospheric dump valve and corresponding . I

block valves. It was noted that the atmospheric dump valve did not function !
in automatic as designed and o
valve to control the cooldown.perators were required to manipulate the block

~

Normally, the condenser would remain available
by supplying sealing steam from the plants' auxiliary boiler;'however. it was ;

not immediately available because'of control system problems. '

(5:49:00)

The auxiliary boiler was brought on-line and approximately 21/2 hours into
the event, condenser vacuum was reestablished.

1

(8:53:00)

Maintenance successfully cleared the interference between the stem nut and the
manual lifting device on Valve PSV-2685 and installed a gagging device. While
clearing the interference, the valve spindle was bent.

(9:16:00)

After the plant safety committee's review of a procedure already established
to refill a dry steam generator from an overheating event (shell hotter than
tubes as would occur in a loss-of-coolant accident) Once Through Steam
Generator B was refilled using emergency feedwater approximately 6' hours after
the initiating event.

5 )
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(9:48:00)

Once Through Steam Generator B' differential tube'-to-shell temperature returns
to within specification (<60 F).

(10:52:00)

The reactor coolant system temperature was restored to its normal hot shutdown
value of 532* F.

(10:52:00 13:04:00)

Steam and feedwater systems were restored to normal lineups and the emergency _
!classification of unusual event was terminated at 1:04 p.m. (approximately

10 hours after the initi_ating event).

3 DETAILED SYSTEM RESPONSE TO THE TRANSIENT

3.1 Main Feedwater Control and Inteorated Control Systems

| 3.1.1 Main Feedwater Control System

Descriotion

The feedwater cycle is a closed system, taking condensate from the condensate >

system through both main feedwater pumps, which then pumps the water through
the high pressure heaters and into the once through steam generators. The
.feedwater pumps are steam driven. The two feedwater loops are split above
approximately 50 percent power when the crossover valve is closed. If a
feedwater pump trips above 50 percent power, the integrated control system
opens the cross-over valve so that one pump can supply both once through steam
generators.

| Above 50 percent power the feedwater control system positions the feedwater
pump turbine governor valves in response to an integrated control system'

demand speed signal (automatic) or a manual signal from.the control room
panel. In response to electrical demand signals the feedwater control system
adjusts system control oil pressure which results in the positioning of
hydraulically operated turbine governor valves. The feedwater control system
has separate controls for each pump, housed in two electrical cabinets, one

.

for each. Each pump has two redundant control flow paths with redundant
24-volt power supplies to the control oil valves. However, the control. flow
paths are not entirely separated electrically and there are components that
are tied-to both 24-volt power supplies. These components include three speed
sensors, the pulse width modulators, and several pressure gauges in the
control system.

During normal operation, an integrated control system demand signal drives the
feedwater control system. The feedwater control system governor compares the
integrated control system demand signal and the main feedwater pump turbine

f
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speed to develop'a governor valve position signal. The s)eed varies between
3000 and 5800 rpm. depending on'the voltage supplied by. tie integrated control

1

system (0 to 10 volts). A simplified block diagram is provided as '

Attachment 5.
j

l
Pressure to the control oil system is supplied from either the main or 1

auxiliary lube oil pump. The governor demand-signal changes a control oil lvalve posi. tion. This valve regulates the amount of oil flowing to a drain i

. header and opening this valve allows more oil to flow to the drain header,
reducing control oil pressure. The feedwater pum

. positioned proportional to control oil pressure. p turbine governor valves are'On a reduction in control
oil pressure, the governor valve travels toward the closed position and the
speed of the pump.is reduced. On a loss of the 24-volt power supply bus, the
valve opens and oil pressure is reduced to a minimum (<10 psi). The pumo will
coast down below 3000 rpm on loss-of-oil pressure.

The feedwater control system has three modes of operation, automatic (from
: integrated control system), manual (from the control room), or diagnostic
manual. The diagnostic manual mode.is entered if there is a loss or failure
of the integrated control system signal or loss-of-s)eed feedback. The i

diagnostic manual feature was intended to evaluate w1 ether the integrated- U

. control system demand signal was failed low (<2.4 percent), or failed high l

(>97.7 percent), coincident with a high rate of change (greater than |30 percent 3er second). To determine if the integrated control system signal
i|is valid, t1e feedwater control system samples the integrated control system

inputs 60 times per second; Each samale has six groups, and each group has H
six data-points. In each group, the ligh and low point is tossed out and the j
remaining points averaged. 'Of the six groups, the high and low group are
tossed out and the rest are averaged to get the sample. If the change between i
samples varies at >30 percent per second and, if the signal exceeds the high |
or low setpoint, the system enters the diagnostic manual mode. The 30 percent
per second rate of change was selected since the maximum rate of change
expected for the integrated control system is 25 percent per second.

In the diagnostic manual mode, the feedwater control system ignores the
integrated control system demand signal and the governor module output
corresponds to the last valid integrated control system demand input. If the
governor again senses the integrated control system demand signal is valid,
the pump controls revert to the manual mode of operation so the operator can :

determine if the pump should be placed in automatic. Additionally, if in the
manual mode, the control system logic will transfer control to the automatic
mode upon receipt of a rapid feedwater reduction signal. A rapid feedwater
reduction signal is a design feature of the integrated control system
generated upon a reactor trip to preclude overcooling.

System Resoonse

Main Feedwater Pumo A

The feedwater system transient was initiated by an electrical fault affecting
both 24 volt power supplies to the hydraulic control valves. This resulted in

.!a reduction in control oil pressure and a corresponding reduction in pump
!

7
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s]eed. Coincident with the first prompt drop in control oil 3ressure1

(rigure 1 ), integrated control system demand increased rapid'y and feedwater
pump control transferred to the diagnostic manual mode. The electrical-fault:

! then momentarily cleared and the feedwater pump control oil pressure and speed
recovered. During this recovery. integrated control system demand decreased
and feedwater control transferred to manual. The fault then recurred and the '

pump speed went below 2000 rpm. which is below the minimum control speed for
the pump (about 3000' rpm). The pump remained in the manual mode of operation, i

,

l

and the control system was programmed to respond to the last valid demand
L signal. The reactor tripped and a rapid feedwater reduct% vas initiated by ''

the integrated control system. Since the pump was below the m10imum speed.
-the feedwater control system ignored this signal, The fault then cleared, and!

| the control pressure raidly went to a maximum va!ue in response to the last
valid demand signal Thepumpthentrippedonoverspeedat6167 rpm. ,

'

! Main Feedwater Pumo B

After the Main Feedwater Pump A speed decreased, the integrated control system
! demand signal increased rapidly to the maximum value for the Main Feedwater-

Pump B (Figure 2). .The feedwater control system interpreted this signal as-

failed, and transferred to the diagnostic manual mode. The pump then kept
operating in response to the last valid signal sensed (high demand). The
reactor tripped and the integrated control system sent a rapid feedwater
reduction signal to the feedwater control system. Since the pump was in;

'

diagnostic manual. it did not respond. The rapid feedwater reduction signal
also provided for closure of the feedwater block valves and the Train B,

'

feedwater rapidly increased pressure. The Pump B then tripped on overpressure
~(Figure 2);

Probable Causes of Malfunctions-

The feedwater control system transient was initiated by reduced voltage to the |

Main Feedwater Pump A control system 24 volt power supply bus. The 24 volt .!
power supply bus had reduced voltage due to a short circuit on a digital speed
sensing probe. The digital probes are not used for speed control. The,

reduced voltage caused the control oil pressure to decrease, which caused the
'

steam admission valve to close and'a reduction in pump speed.
I

The cause of the s)eed sensor failure had not been determined at the time of
; the inspection. T1e vendor intended to examine the speed sensor.

The reduced feedwater flow associated with the Main Feedwater Pump A caused a
rapid increase in the integrated control system demand signal for the Main

. Feedwater Pump B. The control system interpreted this signal as failed for'

the Pump B and went into diagnostic manual with a speed of approximately
5800 rpm. The Pump B remained in diagnostic manual and eventually tripped on
high discharge pressure when the main feedwater block valve closed on a rapid
feedwater reduction signal following the reactor trip. A high discharge;

| pressure would be expected under these conditions.

1Referenced figures refer to Attachment 3,

L
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Licensee Corrective Actions
4

To resolve the problem of the transfer to the diagnostic manual mode of I

control in response to valid integrated control system signals, the licensee !
essentially removed this design feature via Revision 9 to Design Change '

Package 93-1013. The change effectively removed the ability of the feedwater
control system to transfer to diagnostic manual upon any integrated control '

,

system signal. As currently configured, the feedwater control system will
respond to all integrated control system signals, valid or invalid.

To prevent shorts to ground of the speed sensors from dragging down the power
supply to the hydraulic control valves, the licensee installed fusing between

;the speed sensors and the power supplies.

3.1.2 Integrated Control System

Descriotion

The integrated control system includes four independent subsystems, the unit
load demand, the integrated master control, the steam generator control and
the reactor control. The integrated control system provides fully automatic
control between 15 and 100 percent reactor power, steam generation rate, and
feedwater flow by matching reactor heat output with once through steam
generator heat transfer and turbine generator heat removal.

The integrated control system controls feedwater flow by splitting the total
demanded feedwater flow into Loop A demanded flow and Loop B demanded flow.
Above 50 percent power, the integrated control system maintains flow with the i

feedwater block valves open and regulates feedwater pump speed to control
flow.

By design, in response to a tripped main feedwater pump, the integrated
control system will provide for the opening of the crossover valve, decrease
reactor power, and increase the speed of the remaining feedwater pump. The
system is designed to maintain primary. and secondary oower levels within 5
3ercent of each other. If the reactor trips, the integrated control system
1as a rapid-feedwater reduction circuit to reduce the feedwater to each once
through steam generator as rapidly as possible. A zero demand signal is
inserted into the feedwater control system, the main feedwater pump control is -

taken away from the operator, and the block valves are closed. Control of the I
feedwater pumps is restored when once through steam generator level reaches
less than or equal to 45 inches.

System Resoonse

In this event, the integrated control system generated a valid signal for both
Pumps A and B, and generated appropriate signals during this event. The
integrated control system feedwater demand signals increased at about
12.5 percent per second, which is within the 25 percent per second design of

9
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the system. After a reactor trip. the integrated control system generated a !
rapid feedwater reduction signal, as appropriate. The rate-of-change of the
integrated control system demand input signal, because of rapid feedwater
reduction, was 25 percent per second.

Malfunction

The licensee postulated that the feedwater control system interpreted the
integrated control' system signals as failed because of electrical noise in the |system. This 150-200 kHz noise is less than 0.1 volts root mean squared in
the normal range of integrated control system control. The noise increases to
1.0 volts root mean squared at the ends of the voltage range (e.g.. <-0.015
and >9.85 volts). It is suspected the noise is due to a signal limiter
installed as an output driver for the integrated control system feedpump
demand signal. The purpose of the signal limiter was to keep the module to
the feedwater controls from going below the 0.00 volt minimum or exceeding the
10.00 volt maximum.

In summary, the integrated control system signals were interpreted as invalid,
because of electronic noise in the system. The system had some minor
electronic noise at all integrated control system demand signal levels _which
became pronounced at the extreme ends of the voltage range. The licensee
postulated that noise inherent in the system, in conjunction with the actual
rate of change and magnitude of the integrated control system signal, were the
reasons the feedwater control system interpreted the signal as invalid and
transferred to diagnostic manual.

Licensee Corrective Actions

The licensee had not removed the source cf the noise in the integrated control
system. The licensee intended to perform a long-term evaluation on ways to
remove the noise. However, the feedwater centrol system response was modified
to defeat the diagnostic manual feature.

3.1.3 Integration of Modifications to Integrated and Feedwater Control
Systems

Modification in 1R12

During the Unit 1 Refueling Outage 1R12 the integrated control system and
main feedwater control cabinets were modified with Design Change
Package 93-1013. This design change package was intended to limit the manual
use of the electromatic relief valve to prevent a reactor trip on high
pressure following a loss of a single main feedwater pump.

This design change package limited the reactor coolant system pressure
increase by: (1) inserting the control rods earlier (2) activating auxiliary
spray to decrease pressure, and (3) increasing heat removal by s)eeding the
operating feedwater pump and opening a crossover valve between t1e feedwater
loops. The licensee increased the responsiveness of the integrated control
system to perform these functions and upgraded the feedwater control system to
a redundant, digital control system.

10
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Licensee Post-Modification' Testina

The licensee performed post-modification testing of the feedwater control
i

system using Procedure 1409.542. " Integrated Control System and NNI Turbine
Control Modification Testing." This testing was to verify the interface
between the integrated and feedwater control systems and that the feedwater

,

control system was in',talled correctly. This field testing involved sending i
manual signals from the integrated control system into the feedwater control l

- system, from 0 to 10 volts. This testing verified that the feedwater control I

system could see voltage ranges from 0 to 10 volts. The licensee, cenerally,
used manual signals to check the system interface, but the integrated control
system can only change in manual at 2.5 percent per second.

The diagnostic manual feature; however, is programmed only to actuate at a
rate of change of 30 percent /second coincident with an actual high 'or low
voltage. The licensee qualitatively tested the diagnostic manual feature by
having the pump at a low speed and creating an open circuit on the demand
signal. The pump went into diagnostic manual as designed. The licensee did
not test the integrated control system and feedwater control system interface
at rates greater than 2.5 percent per second using actual integrated control i
system signals. I

J

Post-Trio Investiaation 1

During post-trip testing, the licensee tried to get the feedwater control
system to go into diagnostic manual by changing the demand signal manually.
These efforts were generally not successful, since the rate of change of the
integrated control system fecdwater demand signal in manual is 2.5 percent per
second. The licensee installed a voltage generator to simulate signals ,

directly into the integrated control system. By testing voltage change rates
at higher values, the licensee was able to get the system.to go ~nto
diagnostic manual.

The licensee also found high frequency electronic noise on the system, which
became pronounced at the extreme ends of the signal range. The noise was
suspected to be caused by a signal limiter installed as an output driver for
the integrated control system feed pump demand signal.

This noise, coincident with the rapidly changing integrated control system
signal, was postulated to have caused the feedwater control system to
interpret the integrated control system signal as being greater than
30 percent per second and, therefore, transfer. by design, to the diagnostic
manual mode. At the close of the inspection, this was determined to be the
most probable cause of the feedwater control system transferring to diagnostic
manual in response to valid integrated control system signals.

11
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Conclusion j

Although-the feedwater control system is not required to be single failure - ,

proof, it was designed'to be highly fault tolerant. Yet, a fault on a single |
speed sensor resulted-in a degraded ~ voltage on redundant power sup)1ies. The i

team concluded that a design weakness in the control system contri]uted to the
initiation of the event.

|
The team concluded that testing of the integrated and feedwater control system |

modifications did not identify the vulnerability of the feedwater control
system to transfer to the diagnostic manual mode in res)onse to a valid
integrated control system demand signal that would be claracteristic of the
demand signal generated upon a feedwater pump trip. The team concluded that

' noise inherent in the integrated control system demand signal, coincident with ,

the rate of a change of the demand signal that would be expected upon a i
feedwater pump trip, most probably. caused the unanticipated transfer of the
feedwater control system to the diagnostic manual mode. This noise was not
accounted for in post-modification testing. The unanticipated transfer to the
diagnostic manual mode resulted in the loss of normal feedwater during this
transient.

3.2 Main Steam Safety Valves

| Descriotion and Resoonse Durina Transient I

The main steam safety valves, manufactured by Dresser-Consolidated (Dresser),
were designed to provide overpressure protection to prevent the steam
generators from exceeding the design pressure of 1100 psig. -The main steam

~ safety valves are expected to reseat following a lift to enable steam1

| generator pressure control. Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1, has 16 main steam
( safety valves, 8 on each Steam Generator Header A and B, which are rated at

1500 pounds. The nameplate setpoints vary and are'1050 psig. 1060 psig'

1070 psig, 1090 psig, and 1100 psig. Themainsteamsafetyvalvesareiabeled
PSV-2684 through -2699.

| Following the May 19, 1996, reactor trip, the Steam Generator A main steam
safety valves did not lift (open). The pressure in the Once Through Steam ,

Generator A did not reach the main steam safety valves lift setpoint because
of the reduced inventory in the generator as a result of the Main Feed Pump A
speed reduction. This resulted in a lower than normal once through steam
generator initial pressure after the reactor trip. This also allowed more
time for the turbine bypass valves to open and reduce the peak once through

i

i steam generator pressure. However, six of the eight Steam Generator B main
steam safety valves did lift. Valves PSV-2689 and -2961, did not lift because q

the maximum Steam Generator B pressure was not sufficient to raise
the pressure to the high end of the tolerance of the valve's setpoints. ]Valve PSV-2685 on Steam Generator B failed to reclose, resulting in
depressurization of the Steam Generator B. Operators manually initiated
main steam line isolation, isolating Steam Generator B. ;

i
' I'

;
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Failure Mechanism

Valve PSV-2685 pictured in Attachment 4. failed to reseat because the locking
]device cotter pin )ictured in Attachment 4 (Sheet 1. Item 35 and Sheet 2),

was not. engaged wit 1 the release nut, pictured in Attachment 4 (Sheet 1.
Item 50 and Sheet 2), causing the release nut to travel down the spindle and
bind with the manual lift top lever, pictured in Attachment 4 (Sheet 1. I
Item 53 and Sheet 2). The failure mechanism was attributed to the release
nut. designed to facilitate manual operation of the valve, not having been
properly pinned in place. The cotter pin was found to have been positioned .

above the slot provided in the release nut. The slotted release nut is I

detailed in Attachment 4 (Sheet 3). The cotter pin was the only mechanism
that secured the release nut in position. Failure of the cotter pin or
insufficient slot engagement would allow the release nut to rotate down the
spindle while the main steam safety valve was lifted.

The team found Procedure 1306.017. " Unit 1 Main Steam Safety Valve Test." |
governed installation of the cotter pins. Step 8.2.23 clearly required
installation of new pins and a second verification of proper installation was
required. However, the step directed efforts toward achieving a clearance of

|
)

1/16 to 1/8 inch between the release nut and the top lever. These dimensions i

were provided by the valve vendor. Attainment of a maxinum 1/8-inch clearance
apparently resulted in less than desirable and, in some cases, inadequate
engagement between the cotter pin and the release nut. The installer and
second verifier apparently considered ") roper" installation was achieved by
obtaining the required clearance even t1ough it may have compromised cotter
pin and release nut engagement. Procedural Step 8.2.23 of Procedure 1306.017
is provided as Attachment 4 (Sheet 4). Subsequent to this failure, the
licensee contacted the vendor and determined there was no technical basis for
the 1/8-inch maximum dimension.

~

Licensee Disoosition of NRC Notices and Industry Information Relative to
Safety Valve Failures

The team was chartered to address the licensee's disposition of NRC
Information Notices 84-33 and 93-02, and other pertinent industry information,
which concerned the failure of safety valves to reseat.

,

1

Information Notice 84-33 - Main Steam Safety Valve Failures Caused by |
e

,

; Failed Cotter Pins |t
1

Information Notice 84-33 provided notification of a potentially i

significant problem to a failure mode of safety and safety / relief valves I

caused by failed cotter pins. St. Lucie. Unit 2. had a main steam
safety valve, manufactured by Crosby Valve and Gage Company (Crosby),
stuck partially open following a reactor trip with main steam safety
valve actuation (lifting). Davis Besse reported a main steam safety
valve, manufactured by. Dresser stuck open following main steam
isolation valve closure causing the steam generator to empty. Arkansas
Nuclear One. Unit 1. uses the Dresser valves.

13
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In both instances, the failure of the cotter pins, along with vibration,

induced by the main steam safety valves lifting, caused the release nut
'

to turn on the spindle to a lower position. When the main steam
pressure was reduced to the reseat pressure, the main steam safety valve
could not reseat because the release nut was holding the saindle up.
The failed cotter pins, designed and manufactured from car)on steel,
were found to be rusted.

The licensee dispositioned this information notice for Unit 1 by
inspecting all 16 main steam safety valves and verifying all cotter pins
were in place. It found all cotter pins were in place, and one cotter
pin, that appeared worn, was replaced. Action was assigned to revise
appropriate maintenance procedures to require installation of new
release nut cotter pins following maintenance or testing. The licensee ire-evaluated this information notice in October 1994, and concluded its '

maintenance procedures sufficiently addressed cotter pin corrosion,
installation, and verification.

Information Notice 93-02 - Malfunction of a Pressurizer Code Safety.

Valve

Information Notice 93-02 provided information regarding the failure of a
pressurizer code safety valve at Fort Calhoun Station to maintain set
pressure and reseat properly during a plant transient. Apparently, ivalve chatter loosened the locknut on the adjusting bolt and allowed the '

adjusting bolt to partially back out. These valves were manufactured by
Crosby.

The licensee's disposition was documented in Industry Events Analysis
Screening Form SCR-93-0020. dated January 22, 1993. The screening form
identified that Information Notice 93-02 was applicable to Unit 2. but
was not applicable to Unit 1.

Crystal River Transient Assessment Proaram Reoort*

I

The Babcox & Wilcox Owners Group Plant Performance Committee issued
Transient Assessment Program Report CR3-94-01 " Reactor Trip Following
Loss of the "D" Reactor Coolant Pump." dated March 3, 1994. This
report, received by the licensee on March 29. 1994, documented an event
that occurred at Crystal River. Unit 3. on September 18, 1993. where,
following a reactor tri). one main steam safety valve did not reseat.
This report indicated t1at the main steam safety valve failed to reseat
because the release nut was not engaged with the cotter )in, such that
the release nut rotated down the stem, interfered with t1e manual lift
top lever, and precluded the valve from reseating.

| The licensee's disposition, upon receiving this transient assessment
! program report, was to assign a Priority Level 4 (lowest) for

engineering review in accordance with Procedure 1010.008. " Industry
Events Analysis Program." Prior to 1985, the licensee had assigned a
Priority Level 4 to all transient assessment program reports. It

depended on receiving significant information contained in these reports

14
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through other channels. That practice was ceased in January 1996. The
Crystal River. Unit 3. event was upgraded to a Priority Level-1 as a
result of the current Arkansas Nuclear One event.

Corrective Actions

Licensee investigation of the other Unit 1 main steam safety valves identified
six cotter pins that were "high" in the release nut slot and two additional
cotter pins that were completely out of the slot. The licensee reported that

'none of the release nuts could be rotated by hand. For these valves, where
the cotter pin was above the release' nut slot, the ends of the cotter pin were
bent down so as-to contact the release nut and prevent movement. Plant
Change 963133P101. " Modify Release Nut on ANO-1 Main Steam Safety

-Valves (MSSV'S)." Revision 1, dated May 20, 1996, was initiated to modify all
16 main steam safety valves.. The modification was to replace the release nut
with a " taller" nut that would maintain the minimum 1/16-inch clearance ,

between the base of the release nut and the manual lift top lever whilei.
! maintaining sufficient height to engage the cotter pin well into the. slot.
| The 1/8-inch maximum clearance dimension was deleted.
,

The team was informed by the licensee that 15 main steam safety valves were
modified in accordance with the )lant change package and 1 valve was gagged.
The gagged valve was PSV-2685, w11ch failed to reseat following its lift to
relieve main steam pressure. Valve PSV-2685 was discovered to have a slightly-
bent spindle when inspecting the-valve prior to setpoint testing. The
licensee suspected that the valve spindle was bent as a result of efforts to
allow the valve to reseat on May 21. 1996, when force was used to free the
release nut from binding on the lift lever. The licensee planned to resume

Technical S
operation with Valve PSV-2685 gagged and inoperable. permit operation with 14 of 16 main steam safety valves operable.pecifications

1

The licensee issued Condition Report CR-C-96-0117 on May 20, 1996, to I
Idocument previous industry and in-house events that occurred, which were-

similar to the Unit 1 main steam safety valve failure documented in Condition
Report CR-1-96-0176. The purpose of this condition repcrt was- to identify
opportunities that may have been missed to prevent recurrence of a known main
steam safety valve failure mode at Arkansas Nuclear One. This condition ,

report specifically addressed similar events that occurred at Crystal River. |,

| Unit 3. on September 18, 1993, and at Arkansas Nuclear One. Unit 1, May 1989.
'

!

j Previous Licensee Exoerience with Main Steam Safety Valves Failina to Reseat
:

The licensee reported, in Licensee Event Report 50-313/89-018. that it had ,

experienced a failure of the Unit 1 Main Steam Safety Valve PSV-2688 to reseat )
following a reactor trip. The failure mechanism was the same as in this case,
but the failure was caused by failure to install a cotter pin rather than
improper installation of the cotter pin. Corrective actions specified that

| the maintenance procedure for testing the main steam safety valves would be
j revised to require verification of cotter pin replacement.
|

:
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Previous NRC Insoection Findinas

The NRC Diagnostic Team Evaluation Report of the Arkansas Nuclear One
facility dated December 21. 1989, documented the following: " Licensee
actions in response to IN 84-33. ' Main Steam Safety Valve Failures Caused
by Failed Cotter Pins ' was inadequate in that (1) verification of proper
installation of the release nut cotter pin was not adequately addressed in
Procedure 1306.017 by step signoffs, independent verification, quality control
hold point, or precedural caution statements, and (2) Procedure 1306.017.
Revision 6. and previous revisions did not specifically require the

| installation of new release nut cotter pins following testing nor was a new
| cotter pin specified in Procedure 1306.017 Section 5.0. .' Test Equipncot.
: .Special Tools. Sup) lies.' as being needed as_a prerequisite to perform the

procedure. The Ba)cox & Wilcox Owners' Group guidelines for main steam safety
valve assembly / reassembly specifically stated that a new stainless steel
cotter pin'should be installed every time a main steam safety valve was
disassembled and that the proper installation of the cotter pin should be
documented. The licensee's evaluation of the Babcox & Wilcox Owner's Group
guidelines was also considered to be inadequate."

I

Summary of Findinos
!

The team found, based on review of representative records, that Steam
Generator A main steam safety valves did not lift because the steam pressure
was below the setpoint range for lifting the valves. Six of eight Steam
Generator B main steam safety valves lifted within the acceptable range of-

| 3 percent of the nameplate lift setpoint, the remaining two main steam safety
valves did not lift because the steam pressure was below the high end of thel

tolerance of the' lift setpoint.

The team found that the cause of Main Steam Safety Valve PSV-2685 failure to
- reseat was that the release nut traveled down the spindle and made contact
with the top of the manual lift lever, thus, preventing the valve from
closing.

The team's review, of previous industry events'and NRC information, found that
'

an operating event similar to the Arkansas Nuclear One. Unit 1. event occurred i

at Crystal River. Unit 3. during 1993. The Crystal River. Unit 3. event was,

! documented in Transient Assessment Program Report CR3-94-01, dated March 3.
1994; The transient assessment program report was received by the licensee on
March 29. 1994. and had not been evaluated for applicability to Arkansas
Nuclear One until the recent main steam safety valve failure to rescat. The
team found that INP0 Operating Plant Experience Report 6196 describing the
Crystal River Unit 3. event of September 18. 1993, was received by the
licensee on September 20. 1993.

The team found that NRC Information Notice 84-33 alerted the licensee to the
failure of these cotter pins through a corrosion mechanism. Subse
1989 event the NRC Diagnostic Evaluation Team found the licensee'quent to thes
disposition of Information Notice 64-33 to be inadequate. The NRC Augmented
Inspection team found that the concerns identified by the NRC Diagnostic
Evaluation Team had been addressed.

16
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The team found that Information Notice 93-02 was not relevant to the Arkansas
Nuclear One. Unit 1. failure mechanism. i

The team found that a previous failure of an Unit 1 main steam safety valve to
reseat was documented in Licensee Event Report 50-313/89-018. The failure was
caused. in this case. by the failure to install a release nut cotter pin.
Corrective actions were to enhance. the procedure to provide verification that I
the pin had been installed. The team found, that prior to the May 19. 1996.
event. Procedure 1306.017. which governed installation of the release nut

,

| cotter pin, did require verification and independent verification of proper
cotter pin installation.

I
The team reviewed Procedure 1306.017. " Unit Main Steam Safety Valve Test."
Revision 11. dated February 16. 1995. The team found that Step 8.2.23
contained the original vendor instructions stating that the bottom of the
release nut should clear the top of the lever by 1/16 to 1/8 inches. No
mention of-cotter pin engagement in the release nut was provided. The
team found that the procedure for installation of the cotter pin required,

second' verification of proper installation of the cotter ain. However, the'

instructional step focused on attaining proper clearance 3etween the nut and
lift lever rather than on attaining proper engagement of the cotter pin and
the release nut. The team reviewed Revision 12, dated May-22, 1996. and found

| that the 1/8-inch maximum clearance requirement was deleted as' recommended by
| the vendor. The team also found that Revision 12 added a caution statement to
| ensure that the cotter pin was fully engaged in the release nut slot to !

prevent the release nut from vibrating down the spindle and preventing the|-

|
main steam safety valve from closing.

! Conclusions i

The team concluded that both Steam Generators A and B main steam safety valves
responded to the steam pressures by lifting or staying closed as required by
design.

: .

The team concluded that the licensee's evaluation was technically correct in
identifying the probable cause for the Main Steam Safety Valve PSV-2685
failure to reseat. ,

| i

The team concluded that an unnecessary upper limit on the clearance between
the release lift nut and the lift lever diverted mintenance personnel
attention from ensuring the cotter pin was propcily engaged with the lift nut. !

The team concluded that the procedure and/or training for installation of the
cotter pin release nut were' inadequate. !

,

The team concluded that the licensee missed at least one arior opportunity to ;
I correct this failure by not promptly acting on the availa)le industry

information.

|

|
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3.3 Atmosoberic Dumo Valves;

| The isolation of the Once Through Steam Generator B and the difficulties in
placing the startup boiler in operation resulted in a loss of turbine glandi

| seal steam and a subsequent loss of condenser vacuum. Consequently, the
Atmospheric Dump Valve CV-2668 on the Once Through Steam Generator A was used.

.to control reactor coolant system temperature. The operators were unable to.

| satisfactorily control the atmospheric dump valves operation due to previously
identified thermal binding of the valves. Steam pressure control was4

accomplished by taking manual control, fully opening the atmospheric dump4

| valves, and modulating the motor-operated atmospheric dump valve isolation
valve. The o>erators were familiar with this alternate method of pressure !

"

I control, whic1 was covered in Procedure OP-1105.005. " Emergency Feed Water |
| Initiation and Control." Additional guidance was provided in Abnormal i

: Operating Procedure 1203.024 " Loss of Instrument Air," Revision 9 Step 3.17.

The licensee experienced atmospheric dump valve thermal binding problems in
1994 (Condition Report CR 1-94-0122) and performed corrective maintenance on
the valves during Refueling Outage IR12 in the spring of 1995. Following that-
outage, the licensee noted that the problems were not corrected and the
licensee promulgated guidance and trained operators on the alternate method of
steam pressure control.

The licensee determined that the operation of Valve CV-2668 was acceptable
through Engineering Calculation 94-E-0039-01, and scheduled replacement of-
Atmospheric Dump Valves CV-2668 and -2618 for the next refueling outage.

|

The inspection team found that the atmospheric dump valves c.hermal binding
problem was identified prior to the last outage, and that corrective actions ;
taken during the outage failed to restore the atmospheric dump valves to an |

operable status.

Conclusion 1

The team concluded that the inoperable atmospheric dump valves constituted an
operator work around in that manual operation of a dump valve isolation valve
was required to provide steam pressure control and decay heat removal.
However, the team concluded that operators were well aware and trained on the
alternate method.

3.4 Condenser Gland Seal and Startuo Boiler

a low condenser vacuum alarm
Approximately 33 minutes after the reactor trip, The only main steam supplywas received due to a loss of gland seal steam.

-

for gland. seal steam was the Once Through Steam Generator B. - Consequently, .

the isolation of the Once Through Steam Generator B without the startup J

. boiler, the secondary source of gland seal steam in operation resulted in a
-loss of condenser vacuum. Restoration of condenser vacuum was delayed over
2 hours after the loss of vacuum because of several problems experienced
during boiler startup and operation.

18
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Startup boiler problems were prevalent since its initial installation and
| included improper air and fuel mix, im] roper steaming rate, and improper

settings in the C-38 control console (Rosemount RMV 9000) and associated
| boiler distributed console system. These problems necessitated operation in
| manual with close operator supervision. Operators stated that previous
! procedural problem.s were corrected. However, systems engineering continued to

identify and correct equipment problems.
,

Conclusion

The inspection team concluded that the failure of the startup boiler to start
on demand resulted in the loss and subsequent delay in recovery of the
condenser as a heat sink.

4 TECHNICAL CONCERNS AS A RESULT OF THE TRANSIENT

4.1 Cooldown Rate on Vessel
( .

System Resoonse and Technical Soecification Recuirements

Secondary system water inventory fluctuations in the steam generators caused
,

: pressure and temperature fluctuations in the reactor coolant system. An i
! evaluation was performed to determine whether the reactor vessel cooldown

|
rate, as given in the Technical Specifications, was exceeded. Reactor vessel

'

cooldown and heatup is controlled to limit cyclic loads on the vessel shell
and to prevent structural failure of the reactor vessel.;

! ' Technical S3ecifications limit the reactor coolant system cooldown rate to
100 F per 1our (50 F in any 1/2 hour) when the reactor coolant system
tem)erature is greater than 280 F. If cooldown limits are exceeded.
Tecinical Specifications require an engineering evaluation of the fracture
toughness of the reactor coolant system. Technical Specification cooldown
limits are based on reactor coolant system cold-leg temperatures since
colo leg water is routed to the outer periphery of the vessel and is the best
available indicator of the vessel shell temperature.

| The reactor coolant system cold-leg temperatures spiked from ap3roximately
556 to 595* F and back to 556 F in about 1-1/2 minutes at the ]eginning of
the transient. Within the next 14 minutes, the reactor coolant system cooled
to approximately 525 F. These temperature changes were the most significant
during the event for vessel integrity considerations and were evaluated for
compliance with the Technical Specifications.

.

1

The licensee concluded that the Technical Specification cooldown rate was not |
exceeded during the transient. In reaching this conclusion, the licensee

|omitted the initial 39 degree temperature spike from the cooldown evaluation. |

based on the short duration of the cold-leg temperature fluctuation, and the
incapability of the reactor vessel all to change temperature, appreciably,
during the time of the spike. Discounting the spike, the cooldown was
approximately 31 F in 14 minutes. This cooldown is within the 50 degree per,

' 1/2 hour Technical Specification limit.

*
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Notwithstanding. the conclusion that Technical Specification limits were not
exceeded, the licensee, with help from Framatome Technologies, performed an
engineering evaluation in accordance with the Technical Specification action
statement. At the licensee's request. Framatome Technologies performed a
linear elastic fracture mechanics analysis to determine the impact of the l
event on reactor vessel integrity. The analysis concluded that the transient I

did not challenge the integrity of the Arkansas Nuclear One. Unit 1. reactor
vessel. I

Conclusion |
|

The team, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation I

technical staff concluded that the reactor coolant system cooldown associated '

with the May 19. 1996, transient did not exceed Technical Specification
limits. The reactor coolant system temperature fluctuations including the !

initial 39 degree temperature spike, are similar to temperature fluctuations
that occur during typical overpressure induced reactor trips. Given the
overpressure reactor trip, the reactor coolant system did not experience an
unusual pressure or temperature excursion and the subsequent cooldown did not
challenge reactor vessel integrity.

4.2 Effects of Transient on Once Through Steam Generators
iSystem Resoonse and Desian Reauirements
|

The transient reduced shell-side water inventories in both once through steam
generators. Following the opening of six of eight safety valves on the Once
Through Steam Generator 8 and the subsequent failure to close of Safety
Valve PSV-2685. the shell-side of the Once Through Steam Generator B became
dry. The safety valves on the Once Through Steam Generator A did not open and
the temperature transient in Once Through Steam Generator A was less
pronounced than that in Once Through Steam Generator B.

The primary system pressure and temperature stabilized near the normal
operating range and, as a result, steam generator tubes remained hot while the
steam generator shell cooled. This tube-to-shell temperature difference
produced a compressive force on the steam generator tubes as the cooler shell
contracted. An excessive compressive force would cause the tubes to buckle.
The Babcox & Wilcox technical bases impose a 60 degree limit on the
temperature differential between hotter tubes and cooler shell. The licensee
concluded that the maximum temperature differential between the tubes and
shell reached 74 degrees in the Once Through Steam Generator B. The Once
Through Steam Generator A did not exceed the 60-degree limit.

During the Once Through Steam Generator B dry out operators were aware of the
60-degree tube-to-sheli criteria and took steps to minimize the temperature
differential. Without operator action, the temperature differential would
increase with time as the once through steam generator shell continued to cool
while tt ubes heated by the primary system, remained hot. The licensee
took ste,; ,close the stuck open safety valve quickly and operators began
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refilling the Once Through Steam Generator B as soon as once through steam j
generator pressure integrity was reestablished. While waiting for maintenance i

personnel to gag the stuck safety valve closed, operators reduced the primary I

system Tave by approximately 27 degrees to control the tube-to-shell
temperature differential.

Analysis of Stresses Introduced to Once Throuah Steam Generator B

Following the event, the licensee compiled temperature data and, with the help
of Framatome Technologies, calculated tube compressive forces and evaluated
their significance. Given other existing loads, the 74 degree tube-to-shell
temperature differential equates to a 791 pound compressive force on Once
Through Steam Generator B tubes. During normal plant heatup at 100 degrees
per hour, the tubes experience a 775 Jound compressive force. The tube
compressive forces develo]ed during t1e transient were only slightly higher
than compressive forces t1at are produced during normal plant heatup. The
maximum compressive force developed by the Unit 1 transient is bounded by
compressive forces that have been produced by similar events at other
facilities, the most dramatic being a com]ressive force of 994 pounds i

,

developed at Davis Besse in 1985. In eac1 preceding event, the forces were 1

: analyzed to be acceptable and subsequent operation proved the analysis |
correct. i

Lonastandina Deficiency Comolicates Determination of Differential Temoerature-

At Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1, some difficulty was experienced in compiling
once through steam generator shell temperature data because of inoperable
temperature sensors and a temperature computing algorithm in the safety
parameter display system that was not tailored to incorporate 3ertinent
parameters for determining bulk once through steam generator siell
temperatures. Each once through steam generator is equipped with five4

temperature elements welded to the outer shell at different elevations. The
two upper elements are at the elevation of the steam downcomer, and during
power operation, typically, register a tem]erature that is 55 degrees higher*

than the temperature that is measured by t1e three lower elements that are in4

'
the feedwater downcomer region. The temperature signals are sent to the

i safety parameter display system for processing. The safety parameter display
d system algorithm disregards the highest and lowest temperature inputs and

computes bulk once through steam generator shell temperature by averaging thea

remaining temperature signals.

At the time of the transient, three of the ten once through steam generator
temperature elements were unusable. One of the faulty elements was in the
Once Through Steam Generator A steam space. In determining bulk shell
temperature for the Once Through Steam Generator A during the transient, the
safety parameter display system rejected the faulty steam space input and used
the remaining four inputs to the algorithm to compute bulk shell temperature.
In accordance with the algorithm. the highest and lowest of the four usable
temperature inputs were not used in the computation. This eliminated both
inputs from the hotter, steam region and the safety parameter display system
algorithm averaged two temperatures from the feedwater downcomer region to
compute the bulk shell temperature during the transient. The maximum tube-to-
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shell temperature differential in the Once Through Steam Generator A occurred
as the transient began, during the time when the steam downcomer region was
still significantly hotter than the lower regions of the once through steam
generator. This resulted in a low computed shell temperature and when
incorporated into the delta-T computation this error contributed to a higher
than actual tube-to-shell temperature indication.

Input for the bulk once through steam generator shell tem]erature calculation
is provided by temperature elements welded to the outer siell skin. Given the
Babcox & Wilcox design temperature gradient of 5 to 7 degrees from the inner
to outer diameter of the once through steam generator shell, input from
temperature sensors on the outer skin can be used to determine a relatively ,

accurate shell bulk temperature. However, based on several years of
measurements and evaluations, the licensee concluded that the temperature
gradient across the Unit 1 once through steam generator shell is a] proximately
40 degrees during power operation. The large divergence between t1e design
and actual shell temperature gradient has significant operational implications
and in terms of determining the compressive force from the once through steam
generator dry out, the larger than design temperature gradient needs to be
considered in the calculation to determine bulk shell temperature. Without a
gradient correction, the computed tube-to-shell temperature differential will
be greater than actual.

Additionally, it was noted that in calculating the tube-to-shell temperature
difference, the safety parameter display system algorithm uses primary system
Tcold as the tube temperature. When evaluating a hot-tube and cold-shell
transient the Tcold input to the safety parameter display system develops a
nonconservative error. The primary system. Tave, appears to be the more
appropriate input to the safety parameter display system algorithm.

Although the safety parameter display system provided faulty data to operators
during the transient, licensee personnel were aware of the safety parameter
display system problems prior to the event and were in the process of
correcting the safety parameter display system algorithm when tha dry out
transient occurred. Using the format of proposed changes developed to correct
the safety parameter display system algorithm, the licensee was able to
manually calculate corrected temperatures to reconstruct the transient. This
process concluded that the maximum tube-to-shell temperature differential was
59 degrees in the Once Through Steam Generator A and 74 degrees in the Once
Through Steam Generator B. The operators ability to cope with the safety
parameter display system deficiency is addressed in Section 5.

Summary

Based on the analysis presented by the licensee and by comparison to similar
industry events in the past, there was minimal concern that compressive forces
developed by the temperature differential between the once through steam
generator tubes and shell challenged steam generator integrity. Unusable
temperature sensors and problems with the safety parameter display system
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algorithm resulted.in the display of inaccurate information in the control
room during the transient. Although' numerically inaccurate, the tube-to-shell .)
temperature indications provided by the safety parameter display system were i

sufficient to trigger the correct response from control room operators and
support personnel to minimize once through steam generator compressive forces.

Problems with the safety parameter display system tube-to-shell temperature
indication .were addressed by. Condition Report CR-1-90-233 initiated in 1990.
Although considerable work was done to resolve the problem that was addressed
in the condition report, on May 19. 1996, when the transient occurred, the
safety parameter display system was still providing inaccurate information,

| to control room operators. The 1990 condition report was initiated after
t Babcox & Wilcox noted that the temperature gradient across~the. Unit 1 once-

through steam generator shell appeared excessive-. Babcox & Wilcox suspected
that temperature elements on the once through steam generator shell were
faul ty.

L As part of the corrective response to the condition report, the licensee
| ascertained that seven of ten once through steam generator shell temperature
| -elements are providing reliable temperature indications and that the shell
| temperature gradient at Unit ~1.is considerably higher than what is projected

by the Babcox & Wilcox design. These conclusions are sup]orted by data
| collected by the licensee over several years. Based on t1ese conclusions, the
I licensee developed the safety parameter display system algorithm change that

was being processed at the time of the transient and in response to the
operational concern over the excessive once through steam generator shell
temperature gradient. A plan has been developed to replace once through steam

| ' generator insulation to improve plant thermal efficiency and, at the same
time, to reduce the ambient temperature in the reactor building during power
operations.

Conclusions

The team concluded, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Re6ctor-
Regulation technical staff, that stresses imposed on Once Through Steam
Generator B. as a result of this event, were not excessive and that the

licensee had adequate basis for concluding that the once througi; steam
generators remained operable.

The team concluded that the licensee's corrective actions to resolve the
deficiencies in the safety parameter display system display of once through
steam generator shell and tube-to-shell differential temperatures were not
timely and, as a result, operator efforts in minimizing once through steam
generator tube-to-shell differential temperature were complicated.

5 OPERATOR RESPONSE TO THE TRANSIENT AND ADEQUACY OF PROCEDURES

-

Init;ial Resoonse

Prior to the trip, the operators noted and reported indications that the Main
Feedwater Pump A transferred between diagnostic-manual and auto mode several
times and flow decreased rapidly. Decreased feedwater flow resulted in rising
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! reactor coolant system pressure. The control board operator reactor reported
i the rapidly increasing pressure to the control room supervisor and initiated a
| manual trip of the reactor, but the reactor protective system trip)ed on high
: reactor coolant system pressure approximately 0.2 seconds before t1e manual
; trip. ;
.

| Entry Into and Imolementation of Emeraency ODeratina Procedures j

1

: After the reactor tri), the operators promptly entered Emergency Operating
' Procedure 1202.001, " Reactor Trip " Revision 25. The operators referred
; to appropriate annunciator corrective action procedures and other abnormal
; operating procedures as needed. The operators identified that one of the
i six main steam safety valves that had lifted PSV-2685, failed to reseat.
! The operators attempted to reseat the valve in accordance with the procedure.
| The valve did not reseat. From Step 13 of the procedure, the operators
: transitioned to Procedure 1202.003, " Overcooling." Revision 2. The operators
| proceeded through this procedure to Step 25, where the procedure failed to
: give them detailed guidance on refilling the dried out once through steam
! generator. Lacking entry conditions to Procedure 1202.004, " Overheating,"
: which did address refilling the Once Through Steam Generator B, the operators

consulted with the support staff who, in turn, consulted with the vendor.:

Framatome Technologies. Inc. A modification to the overcooling procedure,
i to address refilling Once Through Steam Generator B was written, concurred
j in Framatome Technologies. Inc., approved by the plant safety committee in

accordance with Procedure 1000.002. " Plant Safety Committee Operations."
implemented and used by the operators. The operators returned to the reactor
trip procedure and, at Step 34. transitioned to Procedure 1102.006. " Reactor
Trip / Outage Recovery." Revision 15. Section 7.0, " Reactor Trip Recovery."
Upon completion of this procedure, the operators exited the emergency
operating procedures.

The control room supervisor initially misidentified the main steam safety
valve that had failed to reseat. The safety parameter display system
displayed a highlighted data line (alarm condition) for the open valve.
However, the control room supervisor viewed the screen from an acute angle and
failed to properly identify the brighter line amidst the other lines of data.
The incorrect report of Valve PSV-2684 failing to reseat was noted and
cuestioned by personnel in the vicinity of the valve. Proper safety parameter
cisplay system alarm indications were then noted and verified by acoustic
monitor testing on both Valves PSV-2684 and -2685.

The inspection team found that Section 7.0 of Procedure 1102.006 was entitled.
" Reactor Trip Recovery." while Step 34 of the " Reactor Trip" arocedure
referred to it as, " Establishing Hot Shutdown Conditions." Tae ins)ection
team informed the licensee of this discrepancy. On May 23. 1996, t1e licensee
corrected the title of Section 7.0 to read, " Establishing Hot Shutdown
Conditions."

I
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Declaration of Emeroency Action Level

| Arkansas Nuclear One Procedure and Work Plan 1903.010. " Emergency Action Level
| Classification." Section 3.1, required an emergency class declaration of
| Notification of an Unusual Event for uncor * rolled once through steam generator

depressurization resulting in main steam Iine isolation actuation. Contrary
to the procedure. the event was initiall,y declared an Alert. Following the,

! manual main steam line isolation of Once Through Steam Generator B. the
shift superintendent inap]ropriately obtained and filled out the form for
declaration of an Alert. :orm 1903.011M. versus Form-1903.011J for an unusual
event. Although the shift superintendent completed the alert form with

| correct information, an incorrect declaration of an alert was made by an
| announcement in the plant and by fax to the State of Arkansas and the four
i surrounding counties. This error was quickly noted, and a correction was
' faxed. The NRC was notified subsequent to the revelation of the error. The-

i NRC notification was timely (4:02 a.m.) correct, and reported the previous
| error.

The inspection team found a contributing cause of this error was that the
folder, from which the shift superintendent incorrectly selected

| Form 1903.011M. was numerically labeled and lacked the title of the emergency
classification. This labeling in the plant was inconsistent with the labeling
in the plant simulator, which has the titles. Consequently, personnel are
trained under simulated conditions that vary from those in the plant.

The licensee relabeled the control room folders to ease selection of the
correct form and to be consistent with the simulator.

Restoration of Feedwater and Exit of Emeraency Action Level'

A gag was installed on Valve PSV-2685 and the operators commenced filling
Once Through Steam Generator B using the emergency feedwater. The Once
Through Steam Generator B main steam isolation valve and main feedwater
isolation valve were opened, and the normal shutdown feedwater supply path was
restored, Consequently, the emergency action level was exited at 1:04 p.m.

Additional Human Factors Areas

The inspection team interviewed the six members of the control room crew, who
responded to the event. In addition, the operator response in the control
room was observed by the NRC resident inspectors. In general, these
interviews and observations, coupled with discussions with licensee management
and review of licensee documentation indicated that, with the previously noted
exceptions, the operators response to the event were both timely and
appropriate. The operators demonstrated an appropriate safety philosophy,
used the correct procedures, properly instituted changes to procedures when
needed, adequately communicated, and conducted control room activities in a
professional manner.

:
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The licensee met the minimum staffing requirements per shift as specified in
10 CFR 50.54(m) and the NRC policy statement on engineering expertise on
shi ft . Both the composition and tasking of the crew responding to the event
were consistent with that of facilities of similar size. The control room ,

crew consisted'of four licensed operators (two senior reactor operators and '

two reactor operators) and one nonlicensed shift engineer (shift technical
| advisor). Consistent with management expectations and licensed operator |
| training, the shift superintendent performed emergency action level duties

1

while maintaining supervisory oversight of control room activities.

Each interviewed operator exhibited an exceptionally ]ositive and responsible
! attitude tomrd his own personal accountability and t1e facility. There was

no evidence that overtime (fatigue), procedural adherence, or unusual
environmental conditions were significant factors in this event.

Ooerators Ability to Code With Work Arounds !

Operators were faced with at least three " work arounds" in responding to this
event. These included manual operation of the atmospheric dump valves, manual
calculation of steam generator tube-to-shell differential temperatures, and

t

substantial manual actions required to activate the startup boiler. The term
,

" work around." as used in the report refers to nonroutine actions performed I

by the operating crew to compensate for equipment not functioning as designed.

The operators were unable to satisfactorily control atmospheric dump valve
operation due to previously identified thermal binding of the atmospheric,

! dump valve. Steam pressure control was accomplished by taking manual
atmospheric dump valve control, fully opening the atmospheric dump valve.
and using the modulating motor-operated atmospheric dump valve isolation:

! valve. The o)erators were familiar with this alternate method of pressure
control, whici was covered in Procedure OP-1105.005, " Emergency Feed Water
Initiation and Control." Additional guidance was provided in Abnormal

|Operating Procedure 1203.024, Revision 9. " Loss of Instrument Air " Step 3.17. '

The inspection team's operator interviews addressed the on-shift crew's
familiarity with the inaccurate safety parameter display system once through,

steam generator temperature data. Each of the licensed operators stated he
was cognizant of the problem during the event and was familiar with Operations
Information Notice 034. " Alternate "B" S/G Tave-to-Shell Delta-T Indication,"
dated March 1, 1996. Operations Information Notice 034 informed operators of
the safety parameter display system temperature inaccuracies and provided
direction for the use of an alternate indication. safety )arameter display
system Trend Group 5. The operators used data from the t1ree temperature
points in safety parameter display system Trend Group 5 to calculate Once
Through Steam Generator B tube-to-shell delta-T in accordance with the
operations information notice and took actions to minimize the once through
steam generator compressive forces.

Several problems were experienced during startup boiler startup and operation,
! necessitating o)eration in manual with close operator supervisor. Delays in
i activation of t1e startup boiler caused the loss and delay in recovery of the

main condenser
t
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The team found that the " work arounds" im) acted operations. However, in the
case of_ the atmospheric dump-valves and tie faulty safety parameter display

|- system information, the operators were equip)ed and informed on coping with
,

the deficiencies' The team did not pursue t1e operator's ability to cope with i.

the startup boiler deficiencies.

Adecuacy of Procedures

The emergency and normal operating procedures used by the operators during
this event, were adequate with some noted deficiencies. Although operator
training and comprehensive communications allowed the operators to properly _
respond to the event. omissions in the procedures potentially burdened the
operators with the necessity for procedure' clarification, confirmation of

| requisite information, and processing of procedure changes.
! Procedure 1202.003. " Overcooling." Revision 2. failed to give them detailed

guidance on refilling the dried out once through ' steam generator-.
Additionally, the procedure did not contain information pertaining to a
maximum 60* F differential . temperature between once through steam generator-
tubes and shell and the procedure did not provide strategies for minimizing

| the compressive stresses.
i

| L ' tion 7.0 of Procedure 1102.006 was entitled. " Reactor Trip Recovery." while
| St p 34 of the " Reactor Trip" procedure referred to it as, " Establishing Hot

Shutdown Conditions."

| The team found, through interviews with the operating personnel, that they
! were well aware that tube-to-shell differential temperatures should be
L minimized and that the dry steam generator should be refilled in an

. expeditious manner. Operators had received training on an event at another
facility where a steam generator had boiled. dry. The support staff had
procedure changes in process to address the.noted deficiencies.

,

Conclusions

Although the emergency operating procedures were deficient, o)erator ability
to cope with the transient was not significantiv affected. T1e operators had
been trained on the appropriate actions in response to a similar event at
another facility.

|

The. team concluded that overall response to the_ event was excellent.

The team concluded that the misclassification of the event resulted from
| personnel error on the part of the shift supervisor. Negative training
| - probably contributed to the shift supervisor utilizing the wrong form. The

supervisor trains on making emergency classifications in the simulator, where '.
the forms are_ clearly labeled. The forms were not clearly labelled in the |
control room at the time of the event. !
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The team found that " work arounds" related to the startup boiler, atmospheric ~|

t

dump valves, and safety parameter display system complicated operator efforts.
However, in the case of the atmospheric dump valves and the faulty safety

| parameter display system data, operators were equipped to cope with the
deficiencies.

.

6 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

As stated in the introduction and as fully described in Attachmeat 1. the team
was tasked, through its charter to: (1) develop a complete sequence of events,

| to gain a full understanding of the transient. (2) review the initiating cause
'

of the transient. (3) review the response of the main steam safety valves to
the transient. (4) review the impact recent plant modifications to the
feedwater and integrated control systems had on the transient. (5) review the
licensee's analysis for stresses introduced to the Once Through Steam

L Generator B as result of the transient. (6) review availability and adequacy '

; of procedures for coping with the transient, and (7) review operator response
to the event. The following summarizes the teams findings and conclusions
relative to each individual charter element.

6.1 Secuence of Events and Understandina of Transient

Findinas

The team found that the licensee had developed a sequance of events
j (Attachment 2). as an integral part of its post-trip transient review report,

that was complete and accurate. The team developed from this sequence ofi

| events a narrative chronology (Section 2) to further explain plant and
i operator response during the transient.

Conclusion
!

| The licensee's post-trip transient review report and accompanying sequence of
events comprehensively addressed plant response to the event, ecuipmenti.

j malfunctions, and identified most probable root causes in accorcance with its
| Procedure 1015.037 " Post Transient Review." Revision 0.
<

6.2 Initial Cause of the Event

| Findinas

The team found that the most probable cause of the initiating event, which was
erratic behavior of Main Feedwater Pump A was a degradation in the 24-volt
power supplies to the hydraulic valves that control main feedwater pump speed.
The team found that in the control system logic, reduced voltage degrades
power to the control oil valve solenoid resulting in a reduction in control 'i

oil pressure ~and a corresponding reduction in pump speed through closure of
the pump turbine steam admission valve. The degraded voltage was caused by a
short to ground on a digital speed sensor that was common to the power

,

supplies.
!

:
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Conclusions

The team concluded that the licensee was successful in identifying the most
probable initiating cause of the event.

6.3 Resnonse of the Main Steam Safety Valves

Findinos

The team found that the response of the main steam safety valves, with the
exception of Valve PSV-2685 sticking open, was appropriate. The A Header
valves did not open because pressures in Header A did not reach valve lift
points. Two of eight valves in Header B-did not open because pressures did
not reach the high end of their setpoint. tolerances.

The team found that Valve PSV-2685 failed to reseat because of a stem nut.
utilized to facilitate manual lifting of the valve. not being properly pinned.
in place so that during lift and/or blowdown of the valve the nut travelled
down the stem and contacted the manual lifting device. This contact precluded
the valve from reseating.

The team found that 6 of 15 other main steam safety valves in Unit 1 had less j
than desirable cotter pin engagement and that 2 of the remaining 9 had 1

marginal engagement. Despite marginal engagement.. none of the nuts could be
rotated by hand.

The team found that the' licensee had-experienced a failure of a main steam
i safety valve to reseat in 1989 reactor trip that was caused by the licensee's
' failure to install a cotter pin through the release nut and stem. Subsequent

to this event, the licensee upgraded its procedure for valve reassembly to
require installation of a new stainless steel cotter pin and independent

|
verification of cotter pin installation.

The team found that the procedure for installation of the cotter pin required
second verification of proper installation of the cotter pin. However, the
step in the installation instructions focused on attaining proper clearance
between the nut and lift lever rather than on attaining proper engagement of
the cotter pin and the release nut. The team found that eight different

! individuals were involved in installing and verifying the cotter pins on those
valves where engagement was less than desirable or marginal.

The team found that NRC Information Notice 84-33 alerted licensees to the
failure of these cotter pins through a corrosion mechanism, The team found
that the NRC had previously concluded in its Diagnostic Evaluation Team Report
of December 21. 1989. Section 3.3.3.2. that the licensee's action in res)onse
to-this information notice was inadequate. The team found the licensee lad
addressed the deficiencies noted in the diagnostic evaluation team report, but
these actions were not sufficiently comprehensive to address the current
failure mechanism. The team found that Information Notice 93-02, which
described an alternate mechanism by which safety valves had failed to reseat.
was not applicable to this event.
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The team found that the licensee received notification of an identical failure
(Transient Assessment Program Report CR3-94-01) at the Crystal River. Unit 3.
facility from the Institute of Nuclear Plant Operations via E-Mail in
September 1993, and from the Babcock & Wilcox Owners Group in March 1994. The
team found that the licensee had the industry notification in its program for
determination of applicability to its facility, but had assigned it a low

,priority for review.
!

Conclusions

The team concluded that both Steam Generators A and 8 main steam safety valves
responded to the steam pressures by lifting or staying closed as required by
design.

l
The team concluded that the licensee's evaluation was technically correct in '

identifying the probable cause for the Main Steam Safety Valve PSV-2685
failure to reseat.

The team concluded that an unnecessary upper limit on the clearance between
the release lift nut and the lift lever diverted maintenance personnel
attention from ensuring the cotter pin was properly engaged with the lift nut.
The team concluded that the procedure and/or training for installati_on of the
cotter pin release nut were inadequate.

The-team concluded that the licensee missed at least one 3rior opportunity to
correct this failure by not promptly acting on the availaale industry
information.

I

| 6.4 Imoact of Modifications to intearated Control System and Main Feedwater |
Pumo Control on Transient |

Findinas

| The team found that modifications to the feedwater and integrated control
systems were made in early 1995. One of the purposes of the modifications was-
to enable'the unit to withstand a trip of one feedwater pump without having to
take manual actions to preclude a reactor trip on high reactor coolant' system

,

| pressure.

The team found the hardware that initiated the transient was installed as part
of the feedwater control system modification.

The team found that the feedwater cortrol system was designed to disassociate i

itself from the integrated control system upon a faulted integrated control
system signal. It was found during ttis event, that both main feedwater
pumps became disassociated from the integrated control system upon valid l

signals and, as a direct result, the functioning Main Feedwater Pump B was
unable to respond to a rapid feedwater reduction demand. This ultimately
resulted in a loss of normal feedwater and a dependence on emergency feedwater
for decay heat removal.

-

t
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The team found that post-modification testing of the diagnostic manual featurei. was cualitative in nature. The diagnostic manual transfer logic required a
j rapicly changing demand signal coincident with a high or low limit.
1 Integrated testing of the integrated and feedwater control systems was
I conducted using input signals that changed at a rate that could not actuate
4 the diagnostic manual feature. The team found that noise inherent in the

integrated control system demand signal, coincident with the rate-of-change
of the demand signal that would be characteristic of the loss of a feedwater

>

pump, most probably caused the unanticipated transfer to the diagnostic manual
made, This noise was not accounted for in post-modification testing.

Conclusions !

Although the feedwater control system is not required to be single failure |proof, it was designed to be highly fault tolerant. Yet, a fault on a single '

speed sensor resulted in a degraded voltage on redundant power sup] lies. The
team concluded that a design weakness in the control system contriJuted to the
initiation of the event.

The team concluded that testing of the integrated and feedwater control system I

modifications did not identify the vulnerability of the feedwater control
system to transfer to the diagnostic manual mode in res)onse to a valid
integrated control system demand signal that would be claracteristic of the
demand signal generated upon a feedwater pump trip. The team concluded that
noise inherent in the integrated control system demand signal. coincident with
the rate-of-change of the demand signal that would be expected upon a
feedwater pump trip, most probably caused the unanticipated transfer of the
feedwater control system to the diagnostic manual mode. This noise was not
accounted for in post-modification testing. The unanticipated transfer to the
diagnostic manual mode resulted in the loss of normal feedwater during the
transient.

6.5 S. tresses Introduced to Once Throuah Steam Generator B

Findinas

The team found the maximum differential temperature between the once through
steam generator tubes and shell (tubes hotter than shell) was 74 F and the
vendor provided limit for operation without analysis is 60 F. A vendor
analysis was performed, which concluded that trarisient load imposed by this
event were acceptable for a limited number of occurrences and that the
integrity of Once Through Steam Generator B was not jeopardized.

The team found that the safety parameter display system provided erroneous
readings for once through steam generator shell temperature and for tube-to-
shell differential temperature. The team found that data provided by the
safety parameter display system had been in error since 1990. The licensee
had planned to correct the deficiencies on May 20, 1996. The deficiency
constituted a " work around" for operators and engineers in determining the
differential temperature.
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Conclusions ;

The team concluded, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation technicel staff, that stresses imposed on Once Through Steam
Generator 8, as a result of this event, were not excessive and that the
licensee had adequate basis for concluding the once through steam generators
remained operable.

The team also conc ~.uded that the licensee's corrective actions to resolve the
deficiencies in the safety parameter display system display of once through

!. steam generator shell and tube-to-shell differential temperatures were not i
j timely and, as a result, operator efforts in minimizing once through steam 1

_ generator tube-to-shell differential temperature were complicated.'

6.6 Procedural Adecuacy I

|
Findinas !

|
| The team found Emergency Operating Procedure 1202.003. " Overcooling." was
L deficient with respect to: (1) providing instructions for refilling a dry j
| steam generator. (2) providing instructions for maintaining tube-to-shell

.

differential' temperature less than 60 F. and (3) 3roviding strategies in !

| minimizing compressive stresses on the once througl steam generator tubes.
1

;

Conclusions l
,

Although the emergency operating procedures were deficient. operator ability
to cope with the transient was not significantly affected. The operators had
been trained on the appropriate actions in response to a similar event at

Janother facility.

6.7 Ooerator Resoonse to the Event

Findinas

The team found that operators effectively implemented the applicable emergency
operating procedures and other procedures, as required.

The team found two notable errors on the part of the o)erations staff. One
caused a slight delay in recovery from the event and t1e other caused some'

momentary confusion with respect to plant conditions.
I'

Operators initially misidentified the main steam safety valve, which had not
reseated, by misreading the safety parameter display system alarm display
screen. This caused a delay in gagging the affected relief valve.

! -The shift supervisor initially made an incorrect emergency classification.
Procedure 1903.010 required the declaration of an unusual event upon actuation
of a main steam line isolation. The shift su)ervisor placed the correct
emergency information on the wrong form, whic1 resulted in announcing to the

|
1
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plant over the communications system and notification to the State and four
surrounding counties that an alert classification had been made, when the
correct classification was unusual event. This error was promptly corrected.

The team found that operators were challenged with three " work arounds" in
their response to the event. Operators were required to take manual control
of the atmos)heric dump valves for decay heat removal. Determining and
minimizing tie differential temperature between the once through steam
generator tubes and shell was complicated by the need to manually compute the
differential temperature. Loss and restoration of condenser vacuum were !

caused and delayed due to extensive manual action required.to derive sealing |
'

steam from the startup boiler.

Cg_nplusions

The team concluded that.overall response to the event was excellent.

The team concluded the misclassification of the event resulted from personnel
error on the part of the shift supervisor. Negative training probably
contributed to the shift supervisor' utilizing the wrong form. The supervisor
trains on making emergency classifications in the simulator, where the forms
are clearly labeled. The forms were not clearly labelled in .the control room
at the time of the event.

)

,
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pW%4 UNITED STATES

p. Q NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCiviMISSION.

] g REGION IV

of 611 RYAN PLAZA ORIVE, SulTE 400
ARI INGTON, TE XAS 76011 8064

!
1

I May 21. 1996
Ii

MEMORANDUM T0: T. Reis. Acting Branch Chief. Projects Branch C

FROM: L. J. Callan. Regional Administrator

SUBJECT: AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM (AIT) AT AR SAS NUCLEAR ONE. ,

UNIT 1 1

On-May 19. 1996, a reactor trip occurred due to a loss of steam generator
feedwater at the Arkansas Nuclear One. Unit 1. facility. The initiating event
was'a prom)t decrease in the Main Feed Pump A speed. The resulting transient
included t1e expected actuation of main steam safety valves. However, one qsafety valve on Main Steam Line B stuck open and resulted in the dryout of 4

Steam Generator B and a reactor coolant system cooldown. j

An AIT will be dispatched to better understand the cause of the loss of main
feed pumps, the failure of a main steam safety valve to close following
actuation, aspects of the primary and secondary thermal hydraulic response to y

the event, and the overall licensee response to the event. The team is also .j
tasked with gaining a better understanding of the impact of the steam ;
generator dryout on the integrity of Steam Generator B. The team is expected -

to perform fact-finding in order to address the following:

1. Develop a complete sequence of events and-description of the reactor
trip, loss of main feed pumps, and-failure of a main steam safety valve .

to reclose on May 19. 1996. up to the time the plant achieved hot !
shutdown and restored inventory in Steam Generator B.

2. Review the cause of the initial unexpected operation of Main Feed
Pump A.

3. Review the overall res)onse to the main steam safety valves to the
transient, including t1e cause of the failure of one main steam safety
valve to reclose following actuation. Review the licensee's response to
Information Notices 84-33. 93-02. and any similar industry events. 1

4. Review the impact of recent plant modifications on the ecuipment which
affected the plant response to the event, including the cigital
feedwater and integrated control system modifications that were
per. formed during the last refueling outage.

'

5. Review the' licensee's analysis for stresses introduced in Steam
Generator B due to elevated differential temperature between the tubes
and shell to confirm the basis for continued operation of the steam ;

generator.

|
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6 Review the existing emergency operating procedures and annunciator
response procedures applicable to this event. Review the procedure for
refilling the steam' generators. ^

|

-

l 7 Review the operator response to the event, including the appropriateness
of the initial emergency response classification. J

,

Inspection Procedure 93800. " Augmented Inspection Team Implementing
| Procedure." and Manual Chapter 0325. " Augmented Inspection Team." provide
L additional administrative guidance to be used by the AIT.
; ,

|- This memorandum designates you as the AIT leader. Your duties will be as l
i 'specified in. Manual Chapter 0325-04.02. The team com]osition will be
| discussed with you directly. During performance of tie AIT. designated team

members are se]arated from their normal duties and report directly to you.
The AIT is to 3e conducted in accordance with NRC Manual Chapter 93800,
'' Augmented Inspection Team Implementing Procedure." The team is to emphasize
fact-finding in its review of the circumstances surrounding the event, and it
is not the responsibility of the team to examine the regulatory process.,

| Safety concerns identified that are not directly related to the event should
'

be reported to the Region IV office for appropriate action.
|

The AIT should meet in Russellville. Arkansas, and report to the site on
Wednesday May 22. 1996. . Inspection activities will commence on the morning
of May 22. 1996.- Tentatively, the inspection should be completed by May 24,
1996. with a report documenting the results of the inspection issued within
3-weeks of the completion of the inspection. While the team is on site, you
will provide daily status briefings to Region.IV management, who will

3
coordinate with NRR to ensure that-all other parties are kept informed. !

h| This Charter will be modified should the team develop significant new k
information that warrants review by the AIT. Should you have any questions
concerning this Charter, contact Thomas P. Gwynn. Director. Division of
Reactor-Safety at (817) 860-8248.

,

CC;
W. Russell, NRR. 0-12-G18
-T. Kress. ACRS. T 2-E26
E. Adensam. NRR 13-E-4

- A. Chaffee. NRR. 0-11 Al
E.' Jordan, AE00. T-4-Ol8
J. Rosenthal. AE00. T-4-A9
F. Congel. A.E00. T 4-D28
R. Jones. NRR. 0 8-E23
G. Kalman. NRR/PDIV-1. 0-13-H3
J. Melfi . RIV/DRP

1
W. Wagner RIV/DRS !,

l J. Arildsen. NRR. 10024
! M. Satorius. OEDO, 0-17-G21

i !

!

!
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" 'Attachment 2
t.

L Post Transient Prdiminary Rsvisw Report
PTRR-1-05-19-96.e .

Attachment 1

PPAS IS USED FOR NOHMALj2ED flME |

SPOS PLUS 18 SECONQG10_VALS PP AS TIME
PMS PLUS 8 SECONOS EQUALS PPAS TIME

Source Soun:o Tinw Nornukzed Event Instrument Comments Referenc e
Time

3112l A-FP contrue system onc414tson Oil pressure drop folkreed by speed MFP Corntol SOE Urnene
drop and recovery

31126 A#P CS Demand Q masunum MFP Cetrol SOE teene
31121 A FP Coreral m Diagnretic hwinval MFP Caroe SOE timene
3.11 di A#P speed decreases rapidly FW Gow MFP Cortrol SOE Inome

drops rapdy
31202 asp CS Demand a maxpum MFP Carot SOE t.rnene
3.12 02 0 FP Control in Otagnosoc Manual MFP Control SOE timeme

PMS 3.12 11 3.12.17 RPS Crenneis A.0 & C . RCS Hgh
,

|

| Pressure Tno
,

'

PPAS 3121? 31217 Reactor Tno from apprcarnatefy 90% PMS for R Poner )
PMS 31213 31219 Last Rod (G9) e to 25% watidrown uar Rod crop tirne = 1271 secs RE Memo
PMS 3 12.15 31221 EFW Channets A & 8. Tng trutsated cn t.ow 1T O TSG Levet

~ |

lone level
. 31231 SFP inps on non Dscn Pressse MFP Control SOE teneime'
! PPAS 31245 31245 A OTSG A mvumum inventory

3:12 54 A.FP inps Mecharacal overspeed tno, toned MFP Control SOE twneine
on only 63GVP1 alarm comeno in

PMS 31315 31321 PSV 2685 stucs open P6676
PMS 31324 31330 C>RPS Loat Pressure (18Ws)
PMS 31326 31332 0-RP S Low Pressure (18005)
PMS '3-13 27 31333 C,RPS Low Preenve(18Ws)
PMS 31328 31334 A RPS Lon PreneureQLW)s)

3:18 00 HPl svtated manually Per EOP 1202.001 Step 3. Stanon Log
Contmoency 3 d

SPOS 31853 31911 Prr Leves Mmernum (t? m) LPZR1
32700 HPI secure 1 per EOP Stacon Loa

SPOS 32701 32125 RCS Temoeraue Meimum Tave f5M' A
PMS 3 21.59 3 28.05 0-MSLI Bus 1&2 Charmel A (Manual ino) 0 0iSG *botued up* per EOP

1202 003. Step 8. Cononcency 0

PMS 3.28 02 32808 SMSU Ous 1&2 Channet B (Manual ino)
~

SOTSG *tocied up* per EOP
1202 003. Step 8. Cononcency 0

33000 EAL Oecsaraton (NUE) Checsed * Alert" on form Onsy tne Stanon LoS and
state arms county was mewoefias Reference 6
Corrected unmeeately CNS had
etwne problems

PMS 33033 33039 Isdate EFW to B.OTSG manua4 ManualActon
PMS 34525 34531 LowVacuum Alarm Loss of GS due to SOTSG

notation and SAJ Ebler, problems
34800 Of SG cortrol sMted to ADV Operators noted a ffriculty si Ops Logs

operatina ACNs
44551 Grand Seals restored Opslocs

5 43 Condenser vacwm regamed Stabon Loa
SPCE 5 57 5"A 18 6 07SG Wanenurn Tube Shesi Oesta-T teaer from FTIdocuments

(73 7* n acceotatulity

8 53 Gao v5 stalled on PSV 2685 Stacon too
9 16 Commenced SOTSG ref4:eng and Stason tog

reeressuntaten
94 SOTSG Tutw>enell Delta T @ 59' F and Stason Log

rnre dmm
10 52 slCS tema e HSD va'ue of 532' F Stacon tog
11 59 SMSN open Stacon toa
12 48 &MFIV open StaSonlog
12 54 Commenced feedity 07 SGs wtn SAJ Stanon Ltg

valves m hand
1302 Oom EFW pumps asetsed Staton Lod
13 04 Perman FW controes to SOTSG retumed Stacon Log

to auto
13 04 EAL teminated Stanon Loc
13 24 EFIC rewt and rensned to start 1bv Stacon tog

.

4

I

!
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Attachment 3
.

Figure 1
MFP K2A Response
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ATTACHMENT 4

DIAGRAMS REPRESENTING FAILURE MECHANISM OF MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVE
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Attachment 4, Sheet 2

F1gure 1
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PAGE: 13 Of 37 f
'

PROCJWOHM PLAN NO. PROCEDURFJWORK Pt.AN mu:
" 11 I

.1306.017 UNIT 1 MAIN CTEAM CAFETY VALVE TEST
CHANGE: PC-2

8.2.22 Tighten the Compression Screw Locknut. /

8.2.23 Replace the release nut, flat side down, and /
'

!'temporarily install the cap and lever,in order
to adjust the release nut position. The bottom

N of the release nut should clear the top of the

p lever by 1/16.to 1/8 inches. Remove the lever
and cap. Insert a new stainless steel cotter
pin through the release nut slots and spindle
and spread the cotter pin ends.

*
!

SECOND PERSON VERIFIER IA Second Person Verifier shall verify that the cotter pin has been
installed properly in Step 8.2.23. |

| /

) - Second Person Verifier Date

8.2.24 Replace the cap and Drop Lever Assembly and /
install the lead seal /lockwire.

~

8.3 Post Test Seat Tightness Inspection

8.3.1 By direct inspection of the discharge stacks for / |
visible seat leakage or other suitable detectj'n |
method as defined by the code, determine if :

there is any seat leakage and document the |
results below:

__

8.3.2 If there is no seat leakage present, then no /
additional actions are required. If leakage is

-

present, notify the engineer of the leakage to
obtain an evaluation of the leakage and to
initiate appropriate actions.

_

8.3.3 Engineering to document results of the /
evaluation and actions taken bele*:.

TOTAL P.$

i
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BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEM
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Attachment 5, Sheet 1 -

FIGURE 1. SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM
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(

FIGURE 2. LCC LPEHC ACTUATOR SYSTEM DIAGRAM
.
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ATTACHMENT 6

PERSONS CONTACTED AND ENTRANCE MEETING

1 PERSONS CONTACTED
.

1.1 Licensee Personnel

A. Buford. Senior Lead Engineer. Mechanical. Civil. Structural Design
T. Brown. Outage Manager. Unit 1
R. Byford. Supervisor Operations Training
P. Dietrich. Mechanical Superintendent. Unit 1
R. Edington. Plant Manager. Unit 1
C. Fite. Supervisor. In-House Events Analysis
M. Harris. Manager. Maintenance. Unit 2
G. Higgs. Supervisor. Modifications
D. James. Supervisor, Licensing
J. Kowalewski . Superintendent. Electrical Maintenance
J. McWilliams. Manager. Modifications
J. Miller. Manager Nuclear Engineering Design

'

B. Mitchell. Senior Lead Engineer. Mechanical Maintenance. Unit 1
J. Rehm. Senior Lead Engineer. Engineering Programs
D. Slusher. Operations Training
R. Smith. Supervisor. Engineering Programs
R. Starkey Manager. System Engineering. Unit 1
M. Stroud. Manager. Design

!

,

S. Stumbaugh. Operation-1. Shift Supervisor
i

C. Turk. Manager. Mechanical Civil Structural Engineering
D. Wagner. Supervisor. Quality Assurance
L. Waldinger Acting Vice President. Operations !

. C. Zimmerman. Operations Manager. Unit 1.

1.2 Other Personnel

D. Scott. Framatome Technologies Inc.

| 1.3 NRC Personnel

J. Arildsen. NRR Senior Operations Engineer. Human Factors Assessment Branch
G. Kalman Project Manager

,

I

;

J
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,
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I ATTACHMENT 7

PERSONS CONTACTED AND EXIT MEETING

1 PERSONS CONTACTED |

|

1.1 Licensee Personnel l
i

C. Anderson. Operations Manager. Unit 2.
T. Brown. Outage Manager. Unit 1
R. Byford. Supervisor. Operations Training
K. Carnitz. Training
B. Clark. Senior Engineer
J. Clement. Shift Supervisor. Unit 1
M. Cooper. Nuclear Safety & Licensing Specialist
6. Day, Manager. Engineering Support
D. Denton, Director. Support
P. Dietrich. Mechanical Superintendent. Unit 1.
G. Dobbs. Supervisor. Engineering
R. Edington Plant Manager. Unit 1.
R. Espolt, Manager. Events Analysis
P. Fisher. Entergy Communications
D. Fowler. Quality Assurance Supervisor
B. Gordon. System Engineering
R. Gresham. Supervisor. Emergency Planning ;

J. Hatchcote. Engineering Program j
J. Head. Supervisor. Design Engineering
G. Henertz. Technical Specifications

'

G. Higgs. Supervisor. Modifications
I. Jacobsen. System Engineer
R. Lane. Director Design Engineering

| C. Little. Design Engineering
' J. McWilliams. Manager. Modifications

D. Mims. Director. Nuclear Safety
W. Perks Manager. Standards

.

S. Pyle. Licensing Specialist
| J. Rehm. Senior Lead Engineer. Engineering Programs
| T. Reichert. Superintendent. Strategic Planning

S. Remer. Design Engineer
D. Roderich. Acting Outage Manager. Unit 1

;

: T. Russell. Shift Supervisor
| D. Salisbery. System Engineering. Unit 1.

M. Smith Supervisor. Licensingi

| S. Stumbaugh. Operation-1. Shift Supervisor
G. Sullins. Supervisor. Plant Engineering
C. Tyrone. Design Engineering
J. Veglia. Supervisor. Modifications
L. Waldinger. General Manager Operations. Acting Vice President
R. Walters. Control Room Supervisor. Unit 1
D. Ward. Shift Supervisor. Operations. Unit 2.

1
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!
J. Wayemfelter, Unit 1 Instrumentation and Control. Maintenance

|D. Wells, Technical Specifications
J. Yelverton. Executive Vice President

j
i

T. Young. Manager. Nuclear Communication
j

1.2 Other Personnel
f

B. Bray, Re)orter-KTHV TV
i0. Cook. Arcansas State Representative
!A. Moreau, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
!C. Meyer, Manager Nuclear Power and Radiation Protection Arkansas Department ;of Health

B. Newsom. Editor. The Courier
;
'

R. Thele. Emergency Planner, Department of Health
D. Watkins Photographer-KTHV TV

;

1.3 NRC Personnel

T. Gwynn. Director, Division of Reactor Safety
iB. Henderson, Public Affairs
!

K. Kennedy. Senior Resident Inspector

The above personnel attended the entrance and exit meeting. In addition to
these personnel, the team contacted other personnel during this inspection
period. j

i

2 EXIT MEETING I

!
A public exit meeting was conducted on May 31. 1996. During this meeting, the
team reviewed the scope and findings as detailed in the report. The licensee

,

'

did not ex)ress a position on the inspection findings documented in this
report. T1e licensee did not identify as proprietary any information provided
to, or reviewed by. the team.

|

2


